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Introduction

Brain maturation in newborn and children has been
extensively studied using MRI techniques [1, 2]. Matu-
ration has been assessed mainly by looking at T1- and
T2-weighted images on which myelin gives high and low
signal, respectively. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)
allows us to image the motion of tissue water [3] and has

been used to demonstrate acute ischaemia [4]. Another
application has been demonstration of normal structures
and tracts due to the sensitivity of DWI to the move-
ment of water in different directions. This sensitivity to
anisotropic phenomena can therefore be used to map
myelin tracts. This has increasingly been used in pedi-
atric neuroradiology [5, 6] where its has been shown to
correlate with brain maturation [7] and to be applicable
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Abstract Diffusion-weighted imag-
ing (DWI) allows us to image the
motion of tissue water. This has
been used to demonstrate acute
ischaemia. Diffusion imaging is also
sensitive to water movement along
neuronal tracts. Our objective was to
map brain maturation in vivo using
maps of apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient (ADC). We studied 22 children
without neurological disease aged
between 2 and 720 days. MRI was
performed at 1.5 tesla. Multislice
single-shot echoplanar DWI was
performed at b 0 and 1000 s/mm2.
ADC maps were generated auto-
matically and measurements were
performed in the basal ganglia,
frontal and temporal white matter
and the pons. There was a decrease
over time in water diffusion in the
areas examined, most marked in the
frontal (0.887–1.898·10–3 mm2/s)
and temporal (1.077–1.748·
10–3 mm2/s)lobes. There was little
change, after an initial decrease, in
the basal ganglia (0.690–1.336·
10–3 mm2/s). There was a difference

in water diffusion between the ante-
rior (0.687–1.581·10–3 mm2/s) and
posterior (0.533–1.393·10–3 mm2/s)
pons. These changes correlate well
with those observed in progressive
myelination: the increased water
content probably reflects incomplete
myelination and the decrease with
time in water motion reflects the
increase in myelinated brain.
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to disorders of myelination [8]. The apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC), calculated by acquiring DWI with at
least two values of b allows quantification of diffusion in
tissue. We report the use of ADC parametric maps to
investigate the effects of brain maturation on cerebral
water diffusion.

Materials and methods

We prospectively studied 22 children without evidence of neuro-
logical disease aged between 2 and 720 days. All were referred from
the neonatal unit of the women’s hospital in Berne. The examina-
tions were performed according to the guidelines of the ethics
committee of our institution.

Imaging was performed on a 1.5 tesla imager with a circularly
polarised head coil. We first obtained conventional MRI with
a three-plane localiser, sagittal T1-weighted, axial T1- and
T2-weighted and coronal T2-weighted images as part of our neo-
natal protocol. Whole-brain multislice single-shot echoplanar DWI
in the axial plane was performed at b values of 0 and 1000. Iso-
tropic imaging was performed as previously reported [9]. The ADC
were generated on a pixel-to-pixel basis and maps were generated
automatically by the imager software; the regions of interest (ROI)
and ADC maps had been validated previously [9]. The images were
reviewed on a second console where regions of interest were defined
manually and the ADC measured. In each child, measurements
were performed in the basal ganglia and frontal and temporal white
matter; ROI were placed using the software of the console. The
ROI were defined by agreement between the two neuroradiologists
who then performed one measurement.

Results

Conventional T2-weighted MRI did not reveal any
abnormal signal abnormalities when viewed separately
by two neuroradiologists separately (K.O.L., J.S.). On
DWI and the ADC maps there were no features of
ischaemic change.

With advancing age, there was an overall decrease in
water diffusion in the areas examined, manifest by
decreasing ADC (overall standard deviations being
0.06–0.1), most markedly in the frontal (range: 0.887–
1.898·10–3 mm2/s) and temporal (range: 1.077–
1.748·10–3 mm2/s) lobes (Fig. 1). There was little
change after an initial decrease in the basal ganglia
(range: 0.690–1.336·10–3 mm2/s). There was more
water diffusion in the anterior pons (range: 0.687–
1.581·10–3 mm2/s) than in the and posterior portion
(range: 0.533–1.393·10–3 mm2/s) (Fig. 2).

Discussion

While the mechanisms underlying the generation of the
DWI image and the ADC are not entirely known and
reflect a number of physiological parameters, such as
tissue compactness, they probably reflect indirectly the
state of myelination of the newborn brain. DWI has

been used in early stroke, where decreased diffusion
(high signal on DWI and low ADC) reflects early
redistribution of water. Since water moves along white-
matter tracts, DWI has been used applied to demon-
strate them.

In the children we studied, we saw that, after an
initial decrease in the amount of water in the brain,
there was homogeneous diffusion in the parenchyma.
This confirms previous data as those of Forbes et al.
[7], who found an overall decrease in ADC with
increasing age during the first year of life .This does
not occur at the same rate in all parts of the brain;

Fig. 1 Apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC) in frontal (grey
squares) and temporal (black lozenges) white matter. After a high
peak after birth, there is a decrease over the first few months, which
then stabilises

Fig. 2 ADC in the anterior (black lozenges) and posterior (grey
squares) pons. After a high peak after birth, there is a decrease over
the first few months, which then stabilises. However ADC in the
anterior pons tend to be higher at all stages, indicating differences
in myelination
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there was a marked difference in water diffusion
between the anterior and posterior parts of the pons.

Gelal et al. [10] found DWI useful for lesion
detection in very young children. Bydder et al. [5]
reported the use of DWI and ADC measurements in
neonates, showing restricted motion in both myelin-
ated and unmyelinated white-matter tracts. Using
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), Huppi et al. [11]
found no difference, at term, in ADC between preterm
infants with or without perinatal white matter lesions.
In contrast, the relative anisotropy (RA), the measure
of preferred directionality of diffusion and thereby
dependent on development of axonal fibres and oli-
godendroglia, was 25% lower in central white matter,
the principal site of the original white-matter injury .
However, the RA was unaffected in relatively unin-
jured white matter areas, such as the temporal, ante-
rior frontal, and occipital regions. RA in the internal
capsule, which contains fibres which descend from the
injured cerebral white matter, was 20% lower in the
infants with white matter injury. Diffusion vector maps
showed striking changes in the size, orientation, and
organisation of fibre tracts in central white matter and
in those descending to the internal capsule.

Using DTI, Klingberg et al. [12] again demon-
strated that anisotropy was significantly lower in the
frontal white matter in children than in adults, sug-
gesting less myelination in children. Measurement of
the coherence of white matter revealed that the right
frontal lobe had a more regular organisation of axons
than the left in both children and adults.

Morris et al. [13] found that ADC and apparent
anisotropy values were directly related to the structural
maturity and compactness of the white-matter tracts
and changed with ageing in a way that predated early
myelination markers such as signal change on T1- or
T2-weighted images. This confirms an earlier report by
Wimberger et al. [14] that the first evidence of diffusion
anisotropy on anisotropy index maps preceded initial
myelin as well as neurofibril staining by 5–12 days and
T2 shortening by 2 weeks. Vorisek and Sykova
reported the evolution of anisotropy with development
[15]. We have also observed these phenomena in vivo,
confirming the validity of using ADC maps for moni-
toring brain development. We also observed differences

in regional brain maturation at the same stage: ADC
were higher in the anterior pons, indicating less mye-
lination, and underlining the strength of the method
for exploration in vivo of brain maturation. In human
experiments Toft et al. [16] also found that ADC
provided data additional to those given by conven-
tional imaging.

In a recent study, Miller et al. [17] found that ADC
increased with age and that anisotropy decreased but
bemoaned the fact that normative data are not avail-
able. This is the main interest of our paper. While we
did not perform DTI, it is clear that this is a further
development which could be of great interest for
studying the child’s brain. However, longer acquisition
times are needed to acquire useful DTI data sets, so as
to assess the tensor fully, which might not be easy or
practical when studying infants. Schmidhorst et al. [18]
found, in 33 cases, that DTI indicated that white-
matter maturation at different ages involves increases
in both density and organisation of white matter dur-
ing childhood and adolescence. However, their subjects
were more than 5 years of age, at which time the main
changes in myelination have already occurred.

Boujraf et al. [19] found, in a study of infants, that
the data obtained by their anisotropy and volume
indices were superior to those of the ADC. This is
somewhat surprising, as the ADC and the tensor are
directly related. Both rely on a diffusion-sensitised
sequence and reflect water motility which is simply
processed and displayed differently: the diffusion tensor
may show water motion and the ADC provide a direct
measurement of this mobility. Mukherjee et al. [20]
found that the isotropic diffusion coefficient paralleled
the increase in white-matter tracts and diffusion
anisotropy had a small linear increase in patients; the
first of these confirms our data. They also reported less
positive findings when applying DTI to the thalamus
[21], but this is to be expected due to the complexity of
this structure. We also found little change in ADC in
the basal ganglia over time. However, our results, to-
gether the literature suggest that ADC maps can be
used in clinical practice to assess brain maturation.
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